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In Columbus McKinnon’s Crane Solutions Group, we are driven by a passion
for crane, lifting and control technology and the advancement of that technology to meet the needs of our customers now, and in the future. Our new magazine, INMOTION, captures that passion. INMOTION represents our drive to
solve our global customers’ high-value lifting and motion control problems
with an expanded portfolio of solutions.
INMOTION also represents our commitment to overcoming challenges.
With the COVID-19 pandemic affecting businesses and individuals around

CRANE SOLUTIONS GROUP

WERNER WAGNER

the globe, we know that serving as a trusted partner and working together
as a team to support one another during these challenging times is paramount. With our new President and Chief Executive Officer David Wilson
at the helm, who brings significant knowledge and proven experience
working with international organizations and cultures, we are poised and
prepared to weather the storm.
No matter what challenges we face, our philosophy remains the same.

“We find solutions for a wide range
of projects and logistical challenges
around the world and place high
demands on ourselves to meet the
needs of our customers.”
We wish you a pleasant and informative read!

Werner Wagner
Managing Director STAHL CraneSystems®, responsible for the Crane
Solutions Group in Europe, the Middle East, Africa, and Asia Pacific
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Managing director
with dual role

In an interview, Werner Wagner talks about the
success story behind the STAHL CraneSystems
brand and the future goals of the Crane
Solutions Group.
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Welcome
David J. Wilson

Columbus McKinnon, parent company of the 		
Stahl CraneSystems and Magnetek brands,
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North meets South–
hoists from Künzelsau
at work in the yacht
harbour in Kiel
The Kieler Woche attracts more than

3 million sailing enthusiasts each time it
is held. Right in the middle of it is crane
technology from STAHL CraneSystems.
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In an interview, sales representative Thies
Steffen talks about his enthusiasm for sailing
and explains how crane technology makes his
sport easier.

Valuable time

A new crane system makes daily work easier
for staff at Stahlbau Schauenberg GmbH.

Shared: Skill

Trial biking world champion Oliver Widmann
shows that to achieve top performance,
you need skill. The experts from STAHL
CraneSystems also know this.
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Explosion-proof crane technology from
STAHL CraneSystems at one of
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Steel meets concrete
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and frequency-controlled SH 50 wire rope hoists
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pallets for the concrete industry.
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WO R L D W I D E

Worldwide
matters
that move us.
FIND OUT WHICH EVENT ATTRACTS OVER THREE MILLION
SAILING ENTHUSIASTS TO NORTHERN GERMANY EVERY YEAR.
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NORTH MEETS SOUTH –
HOIST FROM KÜNZELSAU
AT WORK IN THE
YACHT HARBOUR IN KIEL
THERE ARE SOME DIFFERENCES BETWEEN NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN GERMANY, BUT
WHEN IT COMES TO INTELLIGENT CRANE TECHNOLOGY, THEY ARE IMMATERIAL: THE
DIETRICHSDORF SPORTS HARBOUR USES A WIRE ROPE HOIST FROM KÜNZELSAU
TO MAKE LIFE EASIER FOR ENTHUSIASTIC SAILORS.

S

ailing is just as much a part of Kiel as the

This is where STAHL CraneSystems with its

stiff breeze and bitter beer, the salty sea air,

intelligent and robust crane technology co-

fish rolls and Kiel sprats. The world’s largest

mes into play.

sailing event, and biggest summer festival in

The salty air typical of the North Ger-

Northern Europe, typically takes place in Kiel

man coast had badly rusted the old wire

– the Kieler Woche, although Woche, or week,

rope hoist of the mast crane, rendering it un-

is somewhat of an understatement: the spec-

reliable. The operating company Sportboot-

tacle in northern Germany extends over ten

hafen Kiel GmbH decided to replace the

days. The programme is long and colourful:

wire rope hoist, turning to the specialists

among the approximately 2,200 events, there

from Künzelsau.

are various exhibitions and recreational acti-

The conversion of the installation was

vities, naval ships from all over the world can

carried out by the Kiel-based company

be admired during an entry parade, and natio-

Gosch & Schlüter GmbH – a long-standing,

nal and international artists join hands on the

certified partner of STAHL CraneSystems.

Hörnbühne, the harbour point of the capital of

Gosch & Schlüter GmbH is a service provider

Schleswig-Holstein.

for all aspects of electrical, crane, data and

The Dietrichsdorf Sports Harbour lies

safety technology. They are crane system ex-

in the Kiel district of Neumühlen-Dietrichs-

perts and stay at the forefront of the latest

dorf, directly on the northern bank of the

technology through continuous further trai-

Schwentine estuary. The harbour is particu-

ning. Michael Kutschke, from Gosch & Schlü-

larly popular among yacht owners and offers

ter’s crane and hoist technology department,

around 150 water berths for boats up to 13 m

Thies Steffen from STAHL CraneSystems and

long. A special mast crane is needed to raise

Sportboothafen Kiel GmbH jointly coordinated

the masts and put smaller boats to water.

the modernisation of the crane.
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Above An SH 30 wire rope
hoist with a payload of
1,000 kg is now
used on the mast crane.
Bottom The sports harbor
Dietrichsdorf is
located directly on the
north bank of the
Schwentine estuary.
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BY THE WAY

The IP66 marking
The protection class of an enclosure is defined
by the IP (Ingress Protection) mark and a
two-digit code number. The first digit has two
meanings (protection for persons and equipment), the second has only one (protection
against water). The designation IP66 represents
the highest protection class against foreign
bodies combined with protection against strong
jets of water.

An SH 30 wire rope hoist from STAHL CraneSystems with a safe
working load of 1,000 kg is used on the mast crane. To protect it against
corrosion by the salty air, a powder coating was applied in STAHL CraneSystems’ own paint shop. Compared to conventional coatings, it has a uniform coating thickness, providing a significantly longer service life. A customised adapter plate was also supplied to simplify installation of the new
wire rope hoist considerably. The position of the motor was adapted to the
rope lead-off angle required.
To facilitate modernisation of the mast crane, the LSD load sensor
was integrated into the torque support of the gearbox – meaning that no
load sensor had to be retrofitted at the tip of the crane’s jib. The electronics enclosure meets protection class IP66, and the cable entry glands for
the contactor control integrated in the hoist are made of stainless steel.
The new mast crane was used for the first time in March 2019 at the
start of the new sailing season. Gosch & Schlüter have also successfully
implemented projects with reliable hoists and components from Künzelsau in other harbours in the Firth of Kiel.
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Left A must at every Kieler Woche:
Garys Haifischbar. Together with
other restaurateurs, the pub brewers
Kieler Brauerei transform the Old
Market into a relaxed meeting place
for eating, drinking and celebrating.
Photo taken at Kieler Woche, September 2019.

Bottom Windjammer parade: When
about 100 tall and traditional sailing
ships assemble on the second
Saturday of the Kieler Woche, the
Firth of Kiel is a hive of activity.
An awesome sight and sea spectacle no one should miss. The official
parade includes international tall
ships and traditional sailing vessels
as well as numerous steamships,
escort boats and countless small
boats and yachts.
Photo taken at Kieler Woche, September 2019.
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HUMAN

The people
behind
our products.
WHAT WOULD OUR PRODUCTS BE WITHOUT THE PEOPLE WHO WORK WITH
THEM EVERY DAY – THOSE WHO DEVELOP, TEST, AND IMPROVE OUR PRODUCTS
OR USE AND OPERATE THEM? GET TO KNOW OUR MANAGERS, STAFF, PARTNERS,
CUSTOMERS, AND FRIENDS.
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H U M A N | Werner Wagner

INTERVIEW

MANAGING DIRECTOR
WITH DUAL ROLE
IN ADDITION TO HIS POSITION AS MANAGING DIRECTOR OF STAHL CRANESYSTEMS, WERNER WAGNER
HAS ALSO BEEN RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CRANE SOLUTIONS GROUP IN EUROPE, THE MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA
AND ASIA PACIFIC SINCE NOVEMBER 2019. IN THIS INTERVIEW, HE SPEAKS ABOUT THE CHANGES THAT
HAVE TAKEN PLACE SINCE THE ACQUISITION BY COLUMBUS MCKINNON AND ABOUT CHANGES IN THE
WORLD, PEOPLE AND TECHNOLOGY AROUND US.
Werner, you are not only the managing director of STAHL CraneSystems, but have also been
responsible for the Crane Solutions Group for nearly a year. What new responsibilities does this
mean for you?
Here I need to expand a little... Our parent company Columbus McKinnon has three business units:
the Industrial Products Group (IPG), the Engineered Products Group (EPG) and the Crane Solutions
Group (CSG). The CSG unites multiple brands, including STAHL CraneSystems, Magnetek, Yale and
Unified Industries. The products and markets of the individual brands complement each other perfectly. The extensive product portfolio of hoists and crane components from STAHL CraneSystems is
enhanced by Magnetek’s control technology, in particular its variable frequency inverters and radio
remote controls. Unified supplies light aluminium cranes and is a specialist in the field of handling
systems. Since STAHL CraneSystems plays a leading role in Europe, Africa and Asia, it is possible to
support and manage the other brands in the Crane Solutions Group well from Germany. The extended
product portfolio and close cooperation between the individual brands creates new opportunities for
the businesses and provides additional value for our customers.
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What do the changes mean for the site in Künzelsau?
I see the changes positively and am looking forward to the new challenges. Before
Columbus McKinnon, we were “only” the STAHL CraneSystems brand. Now, we are
responsible for all brands within the Crane Solutions Group. This also has a direct effect on the product portfolio of STAHL CraneSystems, as the group brands are comarketed all over the world. For example, we are working to integrate Magnetek inverters and radio remote controls into our offering. We also launched a new wire rope
hoist this year, the SH 6080.
What new features can your customers expect from the SH 6080 wire rope hoist?
The SH 6080 can be seen as an extension of our SH 60 wire rope hoist. It is an economical expansion in load capacity from 25 tons to 32 tons. All proven features and options are, of course, also available, such as variable frequency control using Magnetek
inverters. I think our new wire rope hoist is a wonderful example of the advantages of
the synergies between the STAHL CraneSystems and Magnetek brands for us and for
our customers.
What role does digitisation play in crane and hoisting technology?
I think here of the term Industry 4.0 – in other words, the interlinking of industrial production with information and communication technologies. Comprehensive networking,
automated communication, and the analysis of collected data call for new technologies
in production and crane systems. With the programmable SMC multicontroller,

BY THE WAY

Künzelsau
site

STAHL CraneSystems has been
developing, manufacturing
and selling crane and hoisting
technology for standard and
custom designs in Künzelsau,
Germany since 1962. The Crane
Solutions Group has also been
headed from here since
November 2019.
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condition monitoring of motors and machines will play a major role in the industrial environment in
the future, making work easier and safer for users.
What future do you wish for the STAHL CraneSystems brand?
I would formulate the question differently: What future do I wish for the Crane Solutions Group and its
CRANE SOLUTIONS GROUP

WERNER WAGNER

brands? My answer to that: Continuation of the success story so far. We know that the road ahead
will be a challenging one for our company, our customers and our global distribution partners due in
large part to the global COVID-19 pandemic. With our new President and CEO, David Wilson, at the
helm, we will remain focused on our goals and the safety of our employees and our customers as we
navigate the road ahead.

“The products and markets of the individual
brands complement each other perfectly.”

What are your long-term goals for shaping the expansion of this success story?
Columbus McKinnon‘s vision is to become a leader in industrial technology. The Crane Solutions
Group will play a key role in this. With the evolving business environment due to COVID-19, we are
continuing to look for new ways to support our customers with their product and application needs.
For example, we have begun providing virtual testing and product support with online video Factory
Acceptance Testing (FAT) for our customers. We are also developing new online training courses and
webinars to provide continuous education to our end users with valuable and personalized support
even while remote. I personally see this new way of working with our global customers as an exciting
challenge I am ready to take on.
Finally, we would like to ask you about the three key themes of this magazine: Please tell us in one sentence what comes to your mind when you think of the themes of People, Worldwide and Technology.
HUMAN: the most important capital of our company, our future.
WORLDWIDE: the influence of our brands and our network of experts.
TECHNOLOGY: the SH wire rope hoist, because I helped develop it.
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Remote Condition Monitoring (RCM) system, and the latest generation of frequency inverters, STAHL
CraneSystems offers intelligent solutions for crane and hoisting technology. Systems for
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WELCOME
DAVID J. WILSON
DAVID J. WILSON JOINS COLUMBUS MCKINNON
AS PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

C

olumbus McKinnon, parent company of the Stahl Cra-

“This is a challenging time for us all, but it is also a great

neSystems and Magnetek brands, is excited to welcome and

opportunity for us to strengthen our partnerships, said Mr.

introduce you to our new President and CEO, David J. Wilson.

Wilson. “I look forward to working with our customers to un-

David brings decades of proven success with operational ex-

derstand their needs so we can grow together. I will be focu-

cellence and customer-centric commercial growth to Colum-

sed on leveraging our industry expertise, trusted brands, and

bus McKinnon and its global network of distribution partners

product innovation to enhance our mutual success.”

and customers.
With strong global leadership capabilities and a de-

More information about Mr. Wilson can be found in the
company’s official press release on columbusmckinnon.com.

monstrated track record for delivering results, David will
help strengthen the company’s commitment to developing
highly relevant, professional-grade solutions to solve customers’ critical lifting and motion control problems.
He will also lead our efforts to expand our core businesses
while growing key technology areas, such as automation, to
provide value and increase safety and productivity for your
customers.
Prior to joining our team on June 1, 2020, Mr. Wilson
was the president of the Pumps Division of Flowserve Corporation (NYSE: FLS), a leading provider of flow control products and services for the global infrastructure markets. He
assumed this role in July 2018 as a result of the combination
of the industrial pumps division and the engineered pumps
division. The pumps division is Flowserve’s largest division.
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INTERVIEW
H U M A N | Thies Steffen

FAIR WINDS
AND
FOLLOWING SEAS
TOGETHER WITH THE GOSCH & SCHLÜTER COMPANY AND SPORTBOOTHAFEN KIEL GMBH,
THIES STEFFEN COORDINATED THE MODERNISATION OF A MAST CRANE.
PRIVATELY HE IS AN ENTHUSIASTIC SAILOR OF DINGHYS. IN AN INTERVIEW HE TALKS
ABOUT SAILING AND HIS HOME TOWN OF KIEL.

During the Kieler Woche the coastal city simply buzzes with

mostly only sail at home. “Only” here is probably the wrong

activity. More than 3 million visitors typically come to the big-

word. Who has the opportunity to go sailing for a few hours

gest summer festival in Northern Europe, and more than

shortly after work? And home is always best anyway, isn’t it?

2,200 individual events take place. Doesn’t it sometimes get

In any event, our local radio station “Radio Schleswig Hol-

too loud and too colourful for a Kieler?

stein” has the slogan: “We live in the most beautiful state in

No, definitely not. We Kielers love our Kieler Woche! For us,

the world!” And for me that is true.

this event simply belongs to Kiel, in the same way that carnival is indispensable for the people of Cologne. Even if it does

What exactly makes the north such a beautiful and special

get loud and busy – your heart still beats a little faster when

place? Far away from the clichés of stiff breeze, bitter beer,

you see all the colourful sails.

salty sea air and Kiel sprats?
I always say: “The world is still okay here!” To really unders-

Kiel is, even when the Kieler Woche is over, a wonderful pla-

tand the specific clichés of a region (and to feel really at

ce to sail. However, as a field rep for STAHL CraneSystems,

ease with them), you have to be born there and grow up with

you also get to travel a lot. Be honest – where in the world is

them. As beautiful as it is here in the summer months, it can

the most spectacular place for a sailing trip for you? Or, to

also be quite boring in the winter. But honestly: our bitter

put it another way, do you prefer to sail on domestic waters

northern German beer really tastes much better than what

or would you like to sail around the world?

they drink there in Bavaria. laughs

To be honest, these two options have equal appeal – both
have their charms. However, the lack of time means I can
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“But
beware
– sailing is
addictive!”

Windward and leeward, starboard and portside are common expressions
in sailing language. What is your “favourite sailing term” and more importantly: what does it mean?
I don’t think I really have a “favourite” sailing term. But I like the fact that
many terms come from Low German. And to then hear the words spoken
somewhere else always automatically sounds a little bit like home.
Have you ever been in a storm or bad weather situation while sailing, where
you wished you could get back to firm ground as quickly as possible?
Well, wind and waves don’t really bother me. We northern lights are pretty
hardened after all. But lightning did once strike a buoy right next to me
after I was surprised by a sudden thunderstorm while out on the water.
My heart did skip a beat or two and I was glad to get back to the harbour
quickly and safely.
So sailing does have its dangers and needs to be learned. However, when
it comes to sailing licences, as a layperson you can quickly lose track of
the difference between compulsory and voluntary licences. What kind of
“training” would you recommend to interested people and beginners?

THIES STEFFEN

I would recommend they first start sailing with experienced and enthusias-

Field representative,

tic sailors. That way you learn faster and get a feeling for the situation on the

STAHL CraneSystems

water and on the boat. But beware – sailing can quickly become addictive!
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STAHL CraneSystems is the world’s leading supplier of explosion-proof
electric hoisting and crane technology. The risk of explosion in sailing is
naturally not particularly high. However, due to the high salt content in the
H U M A N | Thies Steffen

air, it is necessary to use specially painted (and particularly robust) parts.
Are there other areas in sailing where a special solution from STAHL
CraneSystems would be helpful in your opinion?
Yes, as a matter of fact, there are. Other products from STAHL CraneSystems,
such as the SR wheel block programme, may be interesting for the sailing
world – even in smaller yacht yards. The universal all-rounders for cranes
and installations are ideal for building a tipper and for launching boats
from a slipway. They also come in various custom designs for use under
exceptional conditions.
Certainly, when operating outdoors (especially on the coast), all hoists
should preferably be protected to IP66 so that temperature fluctuations,
water, moisture and high salt content cannot damage the high-quality
parts. There are many marinas for pleasure craft not only on the coast,
but also inland – and there too, people sail. Lake Constance or Lake Garda are, for example, wonderful for sailing. They are also not that far
away from Künzelsau.

Thies Steffen on his sailing boat
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VALUABLE TIME
IN THE FUTURE, HANDLING WILL BE
MUCH EASIER AND FASTER

S

tahlbau Schauenberg GmbH has been

is delivered almost every hour. The employee

manufacturing industrial equipment for refine-

responsible for handling the steel sheets has

ries, chemical plants, and power stations all

his/her hands full.

over the world since 1958. Following moderni-

Crane systems with hoists from STAHL

sation by the crane building company Innokran,

CraneSystems have been used for handling the

two new 10 ton crane systems with SH 5 0 wire

steel in Kirchzarten since 2009; back then, In-

rope hoists from STAHL CraneSystems are now

nokran GmbH – a long-standing certified part-

used to move the steel sheets and tubes requi-

ner of STAHL CraneSystems – installed systems

red for this, effectively and safely.

in the plant and equipped them with technology

Whether in the plastics, food, pharmaceutical or automotive industries – hardly any

from STAHL CraneSystems.
The new crane system consists of two

branch can do without the raw materials pro-

double girder overhead travelling cranes with a

duced by the chemical industry. Huge refineries,

span of 20 m and a lifting capacity of 10 tons

cracking furnaces and air separation plants are

each. The crane bridge girders were jacked up

used to produce various gases and elements.

by 500 mm to reach a hook height of 7.5 m. On

20 to 25,0 0 0 tons – that is the amount of steel

the cranes, two SH 50 wire rope hoists from

contained in the construction of the industrial

STAHL CraneSystems with their standard com-

plants, which the employees of Stahlbau

pact design enable optimal utilisation of space

Schauenberg GmbH produce at 6 locations

thanks to small approach and headroom dimen-

worldwide every year. In some cases, up to

sions. The system is operated comfortably via

7,500 tons of metal are processed to produce a

radio remote control.

single process or refinery furnace: a lot of

The hoists from Künzelsau are optimally

material that has to be delivered, stored, moved

equipped for continuous outdoor use. The mo-

and, above all, fed into the production process.

tors and controls are heated by standstill

The headquarters, engineering, produc-

heaters to ensure smooth operation at temper-

tion and assembly facilities of the family-owned

atures as low as –20° C. The rain protection

company are located in Kirchzarten in southern

roofs installed above all electrical components

Baden, just 10 kilometres or so east of Freiburg,

provide additional protection against the ele-

Germany. Here the numerous sheets and tubes

ments.

for assembly and processing in the factory are
stored outdoors. The plant is busy: new material
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In the future, manual fastening will be replaced by use of magnetic lifting beams –
the new crane system is already prepared for this.
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INNOKRAN

KLAUS FETZER

“In order to reduce
the lateral forces on the
crane runway axle, we
equipped the end carriages
of the cranes with
horizontal guide rollers
and flangeless wheels.
In this way, travel
resistance and wear can
also be minimised.”

INNOKRAN

KLAUS FETZER

INMOTION | THE CRANE SOLUTIONS MAGAZINE

“Crane systems
with hoists from
STAHL CraneSystems
have been used for
handling the steel in
Kirchzarten since
2009. Our customer is
very satisfied with
the systems and
hoists, which is why
we were also contracted
in 2018 to modernise the
outdoor crane system.”
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SHARED:
SKILL
OLIVER WIDMANN IS TWO-TIME JUNIOR WORLD CHAMPION IN TRIAL
BIKING. LAST YEAR, STAHL CRANESYSTEMS SPONSORED HIM ON
HIS PATH TO COMPETING AS A PROFESSIONAL TRIAL BIKER.

N

othing keeps him on the ground for long: at just 18 years of age, Oliver Widmann

is already German champion, junior European champion and junior world champion in
trial biking, the discipline for the artists among cycling enthusiasts. What he accom-

plishes on and with his bike, many people can’t even do on foot. Jumping from a standing position onto a 1.60 m high pallet? No problem for Oliver. STAHL CraneSystems
sponsored the young extreme athlete, as trial biking and intelligent crane technology
share more than at first meets the eye.
Oliver is passionate about his sport. Through his father, himself an enthusiastic
motorbike trial rider, he discovered at an early age how much fun and thrilling riding
in rough terrain can be, at first on a motorised machine. His somewhat unusual
change from motorbike to bike has nothing to do with a fear of high speeds. The traiOliver Widmann proudly poses

ning grounds for motorbike trial at MSC Marbach on the Neckar, Germany, too far

his trial bike.

away to train regularly. In order to practice every day, Oliver simply climbed onto his
father‘s old trial bike without further ado and learned new tricks almost every day.
After watching his idol and current coach Markus Klose train several times, he was
finally seized by the passion for trial biking. “I saw with what ease he jumps over
obstacles on his bike. That fascinated me and motivated me to finally swap motorcycle for bicycle,” reveals Oliver. “It is also more environmentally friendly, and there
is not so much noise,” he adds with a wink.
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H U M A N | Oliver Widmann
Oliver Widmann in autumn 2019 at the Hohenlohe Business Fair.
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RULES

Trial biking
Core skills:
Body feel, concentration, strength, endurance


In trial biking, participants run through
a designated circuit containing numerous
obstacles.



No more than two minutes may be used



Penalty points are given for contact between



A distinction is made between 20” and

for an obstacle.
the rider and the obstacle.
26” front and rear wheels.

Oliver Widmann during his appearance at STAHL CraneSystems staff party last year.
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der extreme conditions and to always have a sure solution at

week at home and on weekends with his friends at

hand for any new challenge that might arise. The art of trial

Birkenkopf. Sometimes a session can last several hours – it

biking, like the art of lifting, lies in mastering various obstac-

never gets boring or monotonous for him. Oliver is fascinated

les without putting a foot on the ground. “That’s why STAHL

by the different techniques he uses to master new challen-

CraneSystems was the perfect sponsor for me,” says Oliver.

ges and is constantly encouraged to perform at his best. To

Last year, the European champion demonstrated at STAHL

protect himself from injuries, he learned early on to

CraneSystems’ exhibition stand at the Hohenlohe Business

estimate his boundaries correctly. His greatest opponent,

Fair what tricks can be performed with a bike on just a few

however, is gravity: “It always brings me back to earth,” he

square metres. He not only used wooden obstacles, but even

explains with a smile, and it becomes increasingly clear

poised around a fearless STAHL CraneSystems apprentice

what parallels link the extreme sportsman and STAHL

who voluntarily lay down on the ground as a live obstacle.

CraneSystems.

Oliver is looking forward to the 2024 Olympic Games with ex-

Both disciplines demand skill, balance and, of course,
the ability to keep a cool head even in difficult terrain or un-

citement and healthy self-confidence – trial biking may be
declared an Olympic discipline by then...

Instagram
@oliver.widmann
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Since then Oliver has been training daily, during the

T E C H N O LO G Y

The technology
that is up to
any challenge.
OUR TECHNICAL KNOW-HOW IS THE RESULT OF DECADES OF EXPERIENCE
AND DEVELOPMENT AS WELL AS A GREAT ENTHUSIASM FOR INNOVATION.
DISCOVER OUR COMPLETE PRODUCT PORTFOLIO AND THE TECHNOLOGY
BEHIND OUR HOISTS AND CRANE COMPONENTS, OUR INTELLIGENT CONTROL
SYSTEMS, AND OUR SOPHISTICATED ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS.
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MORE POWER IN THE WORKS
THE KILROOT POWER STATION IS A COAL AND OIL-FIRED POWER
STATION ON THE NORTH SHORE OF BELFAST LOUGH IN NORTHERN IRELAND.
IT GENERATES 560 MEGAWATTS OF ELECTRICITY FROM COAL AND OIL
GENERATORS, AROUND 141 MEGAWATTS FROM FOUR GAS TURBINES,
AND 10 MEGAWATTS OF BATTERY ENERGY STORAGE FROM THE KILROOT
ADVANCION ENERGY STORAGE ARRAY – EQUIVALENT TO THE PRODUCTION
OF ALMOST A THIRD OF THE TOTAL ELECTRICITY REQUIREMENT OF
NORTHERN IRELAND. A CONTROL SOLUTION FROM MAGNETEK NOW
REPLACES THE POWER STATION’S ANTIQUATED CRANE CONTROL SYSTEM,
WHICH UTILISED OUTDATED CONTACTOR CONTROLS FROM THE 1970S.
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electricity required
in Northern Ireland
is produced in
Kilroot Power Station.

560 MW
141 MW
10 MW

and oil generators

Gas turbines
Battery energy
storage

THE SOLUTION
As a provider of complete, one-stop crane solutions, the
experts at Columbus McKinnon supplied a crane control for
the entire control system that not only optimised the performance of the crane, but also minimised the procurement
logistics. In close cooperation with the power station,
Columbus McKinnon‘s Northern Ireland subsidiary retrofitted the power station’s turbine crane with a Magnetekbrand control solution.

T

The full-featured IMPULSE® drives improved control

he old crane control system at Kilroot Power Station in

through more precise lifting, reliable operation, feedback to

Northern Ireland was not only expensive and unreliable – due

the operator and the ability to customise crane functions that

to unavailable spare parts, the power station also suf-

were not available with the original controls. Thanks to the

fered frequently from long downtimes. The contactors also

customised software of the IMPULSE drives, load sway was

only allowed limited control with unstable crane movement.

reduced significantly. This means more safety for the oper-

For power generation with dual coal and oil-fuelled generators

ators and less stress on structural, mechanical and control

(as well as additional gas turbines), the power station used

components. The communication between the IMPULSE

two bridge cranes in tandem operation to move and maintain

drives and the components of the radio remote control

the heavy turbines, which weigh more than 100,000 kg.

system, including an MLTX2 transmitter, Flex M wireless

Kilroot Power Station contracted with Columbus

receiver and the Radio Drive Serial Interface (RDSI), allows

McKinnon to find a solution for a system with a long service

the Kilroot Power Station to plan maintenance better and

life and improved reliability, performance and control.

avoid extended downtimes.
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Almost 1/3 of the

Electricity from coal
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The MLTX2 replaces wired control units and gives the
operators more freedom of movement in the power station.
Light in weight and reliable in operation, the MLTX2 radio remote control features state-of-the-art electronics in a rugged housing that can withstand harsh environments. The
graphic display of the MLTX2 provides continuous information on the system status and simplifies the configuration of
access codes, channels and other system settings.
With its modular plug-and-play design, the versatile
Flex M allows the power station to use the same type of
receiver for applications of any size. Flex M has digital,
analogue and serial interfaces and can manage systems
ranging from single relay outputs to complex IO and communication networks. The serial radio interface (RDSI) enables
two-way communication between the MLTX2 and the frequency-controlled IMPULSE•G+ and VG+ Series 4 drives.
While RDSI controls the drive, the operator monitors the performance parameters directly on the transmitter’s display on
the ground to better understand any faults that might occur.
The combination of advanced technology and extensive application expertise made Columbus McKinnon the ideal
partner to solve the power station’s problems – the remaining
service life of the crane has been increased significantly, and
the maintenance work required to keep it in operation
reduced considerably.
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View inside the power plant.
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The combination of advanced
technology and extensive application
expertise made Columbus McKinnon
the ideal partner to solve the power
station’s problems...
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THE RIGHT
CHEMISTRY
WHEREVER CHEMICALS ARE USED, EXPLOSION-PROOF CRANE TECHNOLOGY IS
ESSENTIAL. TOGETHER WITH EVONIK TECHNOLOGY & INFRASTRUCTURE GMBH
AND SCHEFFER KRANTECHNIK GMBH, STAHL CRANESYSTEMS RENEWED A
CRANE SYSTEM AT MARL CHEMICAL PARK.

T

he Marl Chemical Park is one of the largest

The high energy demand of the chemical

chemical sites in Germany and also the largest

park is covered by the production of electricity

product site of Evonik Industries. The huge

and steam in eco-friendly combined heat and

complex covers an area of more than six square

power generation. Two gas-fired and one coal-

kilometres and provides around 10,000 jobs. Pet-

fired power plant are operated to this end.

rochemical raw materials, which can be found

Evonik also runs its own waste incineration

in numerous products of daily life, are trans-

plant at the site. The company contracted STAHL

formed here. Whether wallpaper or hygiene

CraneSystems to renew its crane system. The

products, wall paint, pharmaceuticals, or food

challenge: the new system had to fit seamlessly

products such as yoghurt and margarine – it is

into the existing building.

very likely that a household product was produced with the help of the high-performance
chemicals from Marl.
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The new system has been in operation
since April 2019: the double-girder overhead
travelling crane with a load capacity of 6.3 tons
and a span of 14 m is designed for gripper operation and has walkways along the crane
bridge, including a fully walk-on, double-rail travel carriage. An SHW 8 winch is used as rail travel carriage. A newly installed WCS position
encoder of the latest generation along the crane runway and crane bridge is used for exact
position detection for the site PLC.
All power, control and data lines of the
external control system were also renewed via
an elaborate festoon cable system. Due to the
explosive atmosphere of the chemical park, a
gripper with explosion-proof design was installed. With its own fundamental research and development, STAHL CraneSystems has built up a
wealth of experience that gives it a significant
lead over competitors and protects against injury to people, damage to property and harm to
the environment.
Kai Faber from Evonik Industries is looking forward to further joint projects: “We expect upgrades in explosion-proof designs in the
next few years particularly in the case of our
existing plants, some of which are already 40
years old. We would be pleased to work with
STAHL CraneSystems again on future projects
because their technology works reliably over
many years and, thanks to explosion protection,
guarantees us the safety we need here at Marl
Chemical Park.”

The installation of the new crane system for hazardous waste
combustion plant in the chemical park Marl.
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BY THE WAY

The Marl Chemical Park
in figures
Founded in 1938
Area of 6 km2
Road network of 55 km
Rail network of 100 km
30 km of pipe bridges
1,200 km of pipelines
2 sewage treatment plants
3 power stations
900 buildings
100 production plants
Approx. 4 million products/year
Approx. 10,000 employees
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INDUSTRIES

EVONIK

KAI FABER

“We expect upgrades in
explosion-proof designs in the next
few years particularly in the
case of our existing plants, some of
which are already 40 years old.”
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STEEL
MEETS
CONCRETE
CRANE TECHNOLOGY FROM STAHL CRANESYSTEMS ENABLES QUICK AND SAFE STACKING
AND LOADING OF HEAVY STEEL PLATES AT ONE OF THE WORLD’S LEADING
DEVELOPERS OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION PLANTS FOR CONCRETE ELEMENTS.

T

he company EBAWE in Eilenburg near

Leipzig, Germany, develops, manufactures and

Due to an expansion in production at the

installs production plants for the industrial

premises of EBAWE Eilenburg and the resultant

manufacture of a wide variety of concrete

higher handling requirement, stacking and

elements. Steel pallets of all types and sizes are

loading of the pallets must now proceed faster

moved using a semi-automatic pallet crane

than before. EBAWE contracted Gokran GmbH

which stacks and loads the manufactured

Eilenburg to deliver a high-performance, semi-

pallets for the concrete industry – the crane

automatic pallet crane.

technology for this comes from STAHL
CraneSystems.
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Intelligent crane technology from STAHL

Systems. The hoists’ frequency inverters are

CraneSystems ensures that the double girder

synchronised continuously via integrated syn-

overhead travelling crane picks up the pallets

chro cards so that the load hook position of the

from the production area in longitudinal direc-

four wire rope hoists does not change when

tion to the hall, turns them by 90° with the help

tandem operation is selected.

of an automatic positioning feature, and then

When the crane is started and the lifting

stacks them one on top of the other in the stor-

beam is attached, the load hooks are aligned

age areas. The pallet is picked up with a target-

semi-automatically according to the criterion of

controlled gripper, which adjusts its gripper

even loading, and all drives of the pallet lifting

arms semi-automatically in such a way that the

beam are referenced. This ensures that, with

steel pallet is gripped securely and thus hangs

uniform load distribution to the hoists, the lifting

positively from the load attachment device.

beam is in balance and the functions of the

All functions of the crane and the load

lifting beam, with their target control of the

attachment device are controlled by frequency

slewing gear, the grippers and longitudinal

inverters. Data is exchanged via Profinet and

adjustment, are ready for use.

organised by a Siemens S7-1200 PLC installed

STAHL CraneSystems has been working

on the crane bridge. The complete crane, in-

closely with Gokran GmbH since its foundation

cluding load attachment device, is controlled by

in 2011. Crane kits, wire rope hoists and crane

a radio remote control, including visualisation

components for various projects are supplied

of the individual loads, error indication as well

regularly to the crane manufacturer. EBAWE

as operating information on the display.

Eilenburg is a long-standing customer of

The double-girder overhead travelling

Gokran GmbH. Ronald Gollasch, managing

crane is equipped with two trolleys and SH 50

director of Gokran GmbH, emphasises: “Thanks

frequency-controlled wire rope hoists from

to the professional and close collaboration, the

STAHL CraneSystems with a total S.W.L. of

project was realised in a very short time, and

16,000 kg and a track gauge of almost 30 m. In

the new pallet crane facilitates and accelerates

addition to hoists, SR wheel blocks with radio-

the workflows of our customer immensely.”

controlled travel drives, LT coupled end
carriages and driving gear for the crane bridge,
the complete control technology (including
commissioning) also came from STAHL Crane-
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The SHF 60 wire rope hoists are operated in tandem and are equipped with

GOKRAN GMBH

RONALD GOLLASCH

special articulated trolleys in a particularly low build.

“Thanks to the professional
and close collaboration,
the project was realised in
a very short time, and the
new pallet crane facilitates and
accelerates the workflows
of our customer immensely.”
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OVERVIEW –
THE COLUMBUS MCKINNON
CORPORATION
We are Columbus McKinnon (CMCO). With headquarters in Getzville, New York, USA,
we have nearly 150 years of experience and employ over 3,000 people at offices and
manufacturing facilities on almost every continent. Some of our best-known brands,
such as STAHL CraneSystems, Magnetek, Yale and Pfaff-silberblau, offer a complete
product portfolio, making us one of the world’s leading suppliers in the development and
manufacture of pioneering products for lifting, moving and positioning loads. Each of our
products meets the diverse requirements of our customers in terms of quality and economy. We also provide professional product and application expertise from our qualified service and sales departments. We understand current market requirements and
keep an eye toward the future, so we can provide you with the best product for your
long-term needs, regardless of the application.

We provide professional
product and application expertise.

Columbus McKinnon headquarters in Getzville, New York
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OV E R V I E W

COLUMBUS MCKINNON FAMILY OF BRANDS
CRANE SOLUTIONS

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

ENGINEERED PRODUCTS
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IN MOTION MAGAZINE
BROUGHT TO YOU BY COLUMBUS MCKINNON

From Magnetek-brand smart crane controls to STAHL CraneSystems or
Yale brand wire rope hoists, source all of your systems from one partner
in motion control: Columbus McKinnon.
Columbus McKinnon designs and manufactures the highest quality,
most advanced lifting and motion control products in the industry. With
our technological expertise and innovative power and control delivery
systems, we increase safety, productivity and uptime for customers all
around the world.
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Columbus McKinnon
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